Flash points
by David Hagberg
When an unpredictable new American President is elected, retired CIA
assassin Kirk McGarvey is challenged to stop a dual plot involving
terrorist assassins and staged attacks on volatile world regions
designed to expose the new President's inability to fulfill his duties. By
author of Tower Down.

A conspiracy of tall men
by Noah Hawley
Linus Owen, a young professor of conspiracy theory at a small college
just outside San Francisco, must investigate when his estranged wife
dies on a trip to Brazil that he knew nothing about. By the best-selling
author of Before the Fall.

The river : a novel
by Peter Heller
On a wilderness canoe trip in Northern Canada, best friends Jack and
Wynn find their survival skills and longtime friendship tested by a
wildfire, white-water hazards, and two mysterious strangers.

Ghost fire
by Wilbur A Smith
Torn apart by their parents' death, Theo seeks redemption in the
British military during the French Indian War, while his sister makes
her way from abusive guardians into France's high society, before
being lead to the French battlefield in North America.
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Action and Adventure

The Lost Order

The Beijing Conspiracy

by Steve Berry

by Shamini Flint

When rival factions of a clandestine organization begin a race to find
billions in treasure hidden by their progenitors, agent Cotton Malone
finds the case complicated by his personal ties to the Knights and a
scheming politician.

Origin : a novel

When Jack Ford receives a letter containing news of a daughter he
never knew he had, he feels compelled to return to China. On arrival in
Beijing, Jack finds himself accidentally in possession of a piece of
information both the Chinese and American governments are
desperate to get their hands on. Not knowing whom to trust, Jack is
faced with an impossible dilemma: should he save his new-found daughter or prevent
a new world war from breaking out?

by Dan Brown
After an event at which futurist Edmond Kirsch is to announce a
groundbreaking discovery erupts into chaos, Robert Langdon rushes
to Barcelona to locate a cryptic password that will reveal Kirsch's
secret before it is lost forever.

The city of brass

Execute authority : a Delta Force novel
by Dalton Fury
Kolt "Racer" Raynor and his Delta Force squadron provide security for a
newly elected, controversial American President during an urgent NATO
meeting in Greece, where the Greek prime minister is assassinated by
an infamous sniper.

by S. A. Chakraborty
Nahri, a young con artist, inadvertently summons a mysterious djinn
warrior to her side during one of her cons, revealing the existence of
true magic before the future of a magical Middle Eastern kingdom falls
into her hands.

The savior's game

The chosen one
by Walt Gragg
When an Islamic fundamentalist organizes a terrorist army to invade
Saudi Arabia and Egypt, American Marine Lieutenant Sam Erickson
leads forces to the outskirts of Cairo before a critical juncture compels
him to consider wrenching sacrifices.

by Sean Chercover
Former Vatican investigator Daniel Byrne finds himself haunted by
visions of a terrifying future and tries to stop these apocalyptic events
from unfolding.

Huck out west

Mission critical
by Mark Greaney
Traveling on a CIA transport plane where a mysterious man in custody
is being taken to England for a joint CIA-MI6 interrogation, Court
Gentry assumes his identity as the Gray Man operative when their
group is attacked by kidnapping assassins.

by Robert Coover
In the author's interpretation of what happened after Mark Twain's
Huckleberry Finn, Huck joins the Pony Express, scouts for both sides
in the Civil War, joins a bandit gang, locates an ill-fated pal in a Lakota
tribe and finds himself in the Black Hills just ahead of the 1876 Gold
Rush, in a book that sees the return of Tom Sawyer, Becky Thatcher
and Jim.

The fifth column
by Andrew Gross
Losing everything after a catastrophic bar fight, a man in 1941 New
York uncovers a secret Nazi spy ring planning an attack on the city, in
a work of suspense inspired by the true story of the Duquense Spy
Ring.

